Attending: BSC, DCB, DSU, LRSC, MASU, MISU, NDSCS, NDSU, UND, VCSU, WSC, Angela, Dee, Kraig & Marie.

1. Angela went over the Bundle 17 Enhancements. She will be sending documentation to everyone concerning the Bundle. June 9th put in Stage and June 12th to Production.
2. Chelsea discussed an edit check on a residence screen. It was decided that Campus Community would have to handle this. Chelsea will send a Help Ticket to them.
3. The Graying out of fields – nothing more was done on this. Carla will write up a DR for each screen that needs to have this done.
4. Remove Student Permissions from view – this is a tab – instead of removing it – change the wording to say “This functionality is currently unavailable”.
5. Update on cashering enhancement – Dee explained the options that the Oracle Priority Service Rep had suggested. Chelsea will write up an explanation as to the benefits to the campus of having multiple targets and that it was already in place and was taken away.
6. Disabling additional TouchNet terms – it was decided that we would discuss and decide which terms to remove annually at our SF User Group meeting.
7. Query NDU_0107_SF – need to use -999999.99 for minimum amount.
8. Financial Obligation agreement update - go VOTE on the HEUG Website – it was also discussed that this would be a good HEUG Conference presentation.
9. Identifying different waiver types (using Keyword 3) – Keyword 3 will need to be unified. Angela will send out directions for this. Waivers will be changed to Tuition Discount.
10. Stage will be refreshed May 20th
11. Campus Community update: Janet gave an update of their meeting – discussed addresses showing the history of changes. Also FA-direct lending was discussed and Resident Status will populate.
12. Discussion was held on Late Fees and the changes being made. Waiting for more info.

Development Requests:

1. Marie went over the tuition by location report – it was voted to have it created. (THANKS Marie for your hard work on this – it’s really appreciated!!)
   The DR listing was prioritized.